
Introduction

Since childhood, most of us have been told that watching too much television is not healthy and that excessive
screen time can have serious repercussions on our general health. However, when asked about the nature of
damage that spending long hours in front a screen can cause in the short to the long term, most people (and mental
health professionals!) find it hard to offer the actual evidence for it. 

In line with popular beliefs, epidemiological studies indicate that excessive screen time is an important and
independent risk factor for general health, with adult morbidity and mortality [1]. Also, there is evidence that
the number of hours of viewing proportionally increases the risk for experiencing socio-emotional problems [2].
These are some of the main reasons why reducing the average screen time in the adult population has been one of
the national health improvement priorities and main strategies of disease prevention in the USA for at least a
decade now [3].

One of the main concerns about screen viewing is it that can cause addiction. The term “screen addiction” is used
to indicate that the engagement with multiple screen activities becomes a significant proportion of an individual’s
daily life and that discontinuation is associated to cravings. Activities that have been found to induce screen
addition are those that simply involve a display, including video gaming, messaging and social networking,
watching pornography or simply watching television series [4, 5]. Importantly, many studies have reported that a
range of psychiatric disorders may coexist with internet addiction [6-8], which is supported by correlations
found with depression [9, 10], anxiety [11], attention deficit hyperactivity disorder (ADHD) [12, 13], psychosis
[14] and obsessive-compulsive disorder (OCD) [15]. 
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1..Using electroencephalography to detect screen addiction and comorbid disorders

A growing number of research studies have evidenced that persons with screen addiction exhibit brain activity
anomalies as detected by electroencephalography (EEG). For example Choi et al. [16] found that individuals with
internet addiction had decreased absolute beta power at rest, and that the decrease was proportional to symptom
severity and impulsivity. Importantly, there is evidence that comorbid depression affects the EEG changes
associated to internet addiction. In particular, quantitative EEG (qEEG) findings indicate that persons with
internet addiction and comorbid depression may exhibit increased absolute delta power relative to patients with
internet addiction without depression, and increased relative theta power relative to patients with internet addiction
without depression or healthy controls [17]. Other qEEG research found that, when compared to healthy controls,
persons with internet gaming disorder (IGD) exhibited decreased absolute beta power and increased absolute
gamma power [16], and that greater absolute gamma power was significantly correlated with IGD symptom
severity [18]. Another study found that adolescents with ADHD and IGD showed lower relative delta band power
and greater relative beta band power values in temporal regions compared to an ADHD-only group [19].  

Other data that deserve mention derive from research that employed the recording of Event Related Potentials
(ERP) during performance of cognitive tasks. In particular, there is evidence for increased impulsivity as well as
poorer attention and learning associated with excessive internet use, as measured by the P3 component (a positive
going deflection appearing in the EEG after the presentation of an attention demanding stimulus) and by activity
perturbation in the gamma frequency band in response to attention demanding stimuli [20]. Similarly, a recent
ERP study in persons with addiction to cybersex found impaired cognitive activity as well as greater impulsivity
as measured by reaction times and by the N2 (200-300 ms) and P3 (300-500 ms) components, respectively [21].

Altogether, EEG and ERP research suggests that it is possible to identify persons with screen addiction using
EEG signals, although comorbidities with other disorders (e.g., ADHD and affective disorders) may complicate
the overall profile. Utilizing well established biomarkers of cognitive and emotion regulation processes, it is
possible to determine discrepancies from normative values in view of targeted interventions aimed at normalizing
or at least reducing the anomalies detected.

2. Treatment of addictive behavior related to the use of internet-based technology 

2.1 Pharmacotherapy and psychotherapy

Given the detrimental effects that the uncontrolled use of internet-based applications can have on our wellbeing,
the research on targeted interventions has been steadily growing over the last few decades [22]. However, the
research on the addictive exposure to technology is still in its infancy [23] and the research on potential treatments
still needs to culminate in the design of evidence-based, well organized treatment plans. 



 
Treatments explored mainly include psychotropic medications [22] and cognitive behavioral therapy (CBT)
[27]. However, the efficacy of psychopharmacological treatments still has to be demonstrated in the context of
technology addiction as more research needs to be carried out on greater population samples. So far, a number of
exploratory case studies support the use of selective serotonin reuptake inhibitors (SSRIs) and naltrexone (i.e.,
Vivitrol) [28]. This is particularly interesting as naltrexone is typically used to treat alcohol or opioid abuse [29].
Also, bupropion (i.e., Wellbutrin) and methylphenidate (i.e., Ritalin) have been employed for treatment of gaming
disorder with conflicting results. In one study, no differences were found between persons treated with
psychotropics versus behavioral therapy [30]. Instead, other researchers [31] found not only improvements in mood
but also significant reductions in the amount of time spent playing video games. While these contradictory results
could certainly be linked to methodological limitations, the paucity of studies conducted up to this point [28] or to
the small and heterogeneous patient sample sizes [22], it could be argued that the population recruited is still not
well known. Without clear, objectively defined and consistent criteria used to assess the different types of
technology used, choosing the most appropriate treatment for those with addiction may be challenging [26]. In this
context, other therapeutic avenues have also been sought but with similar limitations. For example, some evidence
[32] suggests that narrative therapy might be effective in the treatment of excessive video game use and other
studies support cognitive CBT as a treatment for internet addiction [27, 33].

It has been proposed that the neurobiological changes that take place in the brain of persons with behavioral
addictions (e.g., gambling) are comparable to those exhibited by people addicted to substances [24]. Similarly,
there could be shared psychological and behavioral characteristics in persons with behavioral addictions and
persons who engage in substance abuse [25]. As a result, it is possible that treatments for substance abuse may
have comparable effects in persons with of non-substance-related addictive behaviors, including those addicted
to the use of internet-related technology [26].

 
 

 
 
 



2.2 Targeting impulsivity to reduce addiction behavior

Clinical studies suggest that impulsive behavior is highly linked to substance abuse [34-38] and there is evidence
that greater impulsivity is associated with poor clinical outcomes [39, 40] and relapse, even after long withdrawal
periods [41, 42]. While impulsive decision making and impulsive behavior appear to be strongly linked to
cognitive processes [43-45], greater physiological arousal and emotional states such as anxiety, anger, sadness, or
joy may also be associated with impulsivity [46, 47].
 
Interestingly, depression and impulsivity share common neurobiological correlatesin the brain, including the
prefrontal cortex [48-52] and, as these anomalies reflect altered EEG [53-56], EEG-based interventions for
addiction have been explored in research studies.

One of the avenues used to lower impulsivity in persons with substance abuse is EEG-neurofeedback training, a
form of biofeedback known to facilitate self-regulation of EEG activity in the brain [57, 58]. Importantly, EEG-
neurofeedback training has been shown to be effective in the treatment of drug addiction, lowering impulsivity,
increasing abstinence rates [59], and lowering reactivity to drug-related stimuli [60]. Other neurofeedback studies
[61] also indicate that neurofeedback reduced both impulsivity, anxiety and depression symptoms in long-term
abstinent addicts (Fig.1), which lowered the likelihood for relapse [62-64]. 

While more research should determine the effects of EEG-neurofeedback training on screen addiction, it is
reasonable to suggest that training protocols similar to those used with drug addiction patients are likely to yield
positive clinical outcomes. In any case, the ability to selectively guide interventions targeting specific EEG
imbalances is certainly of great advantage given the high level of behavioral heterogeneity exhibited by this
clinical population.
 

 
 

 
 
 

Conclusions

Excessive screen time can have detrimental effects on general
health, increasing the risk for socio-emotional problems and
negatively impacting quality of life.Persons who are regularly
exposed to phones and computers are more at risk to
developing addiction to screen watching while the efficacy of
currently available treatments still needs to be determined in
well conducted research. In particular, while
pharmacotherapy and psychotherapy have been shown to
have some beneficial effects, other EEG-based interventions
i.e. neurofeedback training allow to reduce functional
imbalances in the brain targeting specific non-normative
activity.
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